Finding Aid to the Jón Jónsson Diary

Jónsson Jón (1834-1909) and Magnus B. Jonson (1904 - ?)
Jón Jónsson Diary, 1873-1901
1 item
Small Collection 834

OVERVIEW

Access: The collection is open under the rules and regulations of the Institute.

Provenance: Donated by Unknown.

Property rights: The Institute for Regional Studies owns the property rights to this collection.

Copyrights: Copyrights to this collection is held by the Institute.

Citation: [Identification of item]. Jón Jónsson Diary (SC 834), Institute for Regional Studies, North Dakota State University, Fargo.

BIOGRAPHY

SCOPE AND CONTENT

Mimeograph of typed translation of his diary (101 pages) covering 1873-1901. Begins with his farm at Mjoadal, Iceland; each year lists events by month, includes living expenses, income, and references to weather, friends, his correspondence, Literary Society membership, farming, and family members. Also notes how long he has lived in this location, and years of his marriage. Contains 10 page introduction with explanation of Icelandic terms and method of reckoning time, possibly written by Magnus B. Johnson.

BOX AND FOLDER LIST

Mimeograph of typed translation of his diary (101 pages) covering 1873-1901. Begins with his farm at Mjoadal, Iceland; each year lists events by month, includes living expenses, income, and references to weather, friends, his correspondence, Literary Society membership, farming, and family members. Also notes how long he has lived in this location, and years of his marriage. Contains 10 page introduction with explanation of Icelandic terms and method of reckoning time, possibly written by Magnus B. Johnson.
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